That’s me

name: Ljubica
surname: Uvodić-Vranić,
profession: psychologist
Member of Croatian Psychology Organisation
Licence for Occupational Health

ljubica.uv@gmail.com
Where can you find me?

very often:
Dom zdravlja Črnomerec,
Prilaz baruna Filipovića 11/3. kat; Zagreb

tel: 01/3780470;
always:
091/5202311
And every friday:

Friday@5
(p.m. 5)
Drenovačka 4, Trešnjevka
Mjesna zajednica Antun Mihanović.
Zagreb
Every Thursday you can listen our special broadcast
The Aventure of Change
at Croatian radio 2nd programme
at 6:40-7:30 p.m. (F. 98,5)
ETHICAL DILEMMAS OF A PSYCHOLOGIST IN OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH
Psychological testing for the new employed put the psychologist in dilemma regarding to the motivational factor - social state of candidate.
Unemployed person, for example, only son of old and sick parents; the parent of two or three children and unemployed other parent, in the situation of hundreds thousands of unemployed persons put the social moment before intelligence, psychomotor skills, traits of personality or emotional intelligence.
The similar ethical dilemma for the psychologist appears when the old man wants to get permission to drive his old car because he has to drive his old wife to chemotherapy.
He cries for help and the question is: is it too dangerous to risk that he might injure his grandchild, your child or mine, crossing the road, while driving his sick wife?
The achievement is product of numerous factors: rational intelligence, skills, emotional intelligence … and the motivation is one of them.
The question is: can high motivation compensate low ability? What is equation of achievement how small one factor can be and still be compensated by motivational factor?
Why flowers?
No reason at all, except to put the smile on your face.
Can you recognize them?

The Best Way of Life and Work:
Do worry but be happy!
No happiness without ethics!